Feature: You can never have too much poetry

A tiny fairy poetry library, by
Julie Anna Douglas (@Julieannapoet)

You can never have too much poetry
In this article, Dawn Robertson explores why poetry has such a poor
reputation with many teachers and offers resources and ideas to show
them how to safely dip their toes into the water and, with a little
encouragement, empower them to jump in headfirst and shout
‘HALLELUJAH! POETRY IS ALIVE!’
You can never have too much poetry
Every day you need your breakfast
And every day you need a rhyme
Start the morning with a cuppa
And every morning’s poem time!
Poetry’s essential, just like porridge:
Poems will make you smile, not curse
So I say start every morning
With a fine full English break-verse!
© Ian McMillan
Why doesn’t everyone love to start their day off
with a fine full ‘break-verse’ as Ian McMillan’s
poem so eloquently puts it? Why is poetry so
often the neglected element of the English
curriculum?
Why is the teaching of poetry like Marmite?
Teachers seem to either love it or hate it!
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Why is poetry often the Cinderella of our
English Curriculum?
Poetry teaching is often left until the last
week of term and then an acrostic poem
entitled CHRISTMAS is forced into a busy,
tinsel-filled morning or maybe a shape poem
is tenuously squeezed into the curriculum
using a template found online. But why?
I’ve been teaching, and then consulting, for
over thirty years and have talked to hundreds
of teachers about their concerns about the
teaching of poetry. Many have recalled their
G.C.S.E. poetry anthologies that were so
impenetrable that they were either
disengaged or simply terrified of the idea of
returning to poetry in their own teaching.
Some talk about poetry being full of rules
that they don’t really understand, whilst
others say they can’t moderate or assess
poetry, and feel on unsettled ground – so they
simply avoid it altogether. Whilst delivering

'Poetry is the
sound of words
in your ears, it’s
the look of poets
in motion and
that can be you.
Make your
poems sing,
whisper, shout
and float. Let
the words make
the rhythm and
give the viewers
a buzz to see
you.'
Michael Rosen
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poetry training at a conference recently, I asked how
many teachers loved teaching poetry and out of 160
people, only about 15 hands went up! When asked why
they didn’t like teaching it, many of them admitted they
had little knowledge or confidence in their poetic
abilities.
The sad thing is that when you talk to children, they
often love poetry because, when it is taught well, it can
take them into every world, explore limitless subjects
and dive quickly into emotions. It allows them to really
look at language without feeling constrained by the
rules of sentence structure in the same way as prose.
Lower attaining pupils often find it more accessible as it
doesn’t always involve sustained reading and the fact
that there might not be a simple answer means that noone is wrong, it’s just their interpretation. Poetry can be
so liberating.
How to become a POETRY SCHOOL –
The simple first steps …
If you feel that poetry is your Achilles heel, here are a
few ideas to help you make those first tentative steps to
bringing poetry into school.
If you walk around your school are you bathed in poetry
in the same way you might be with fiction? Is poetry
celebrated? Close your eyes and imagine walking
around your setting:
Can children see poetry
all around the school?
Are there poetry
sections in the library?
Do you have specific
poetry displays with
enticing baskets of
poems to explore dotted
around the school?
This is one created by
the poet Julie Anna
Douglas (@JulieAnnaPoetry). You can see that quality
texts have been carefully chosen and then different
resources shared for capturing children’s ideas.
Is there a poet of the month display? Are pupils shown a
variety of poetry that is carefully picked and then
celebrated? Do they have a poem a day to hear and
enjoy?
Here is an example from St Peters C.E. Primary,
Ashton. This is in the hall, on top of the piano, and
shared with children through assemblies. Sometimes it
might link with a topic or seasons, other times it’s a
classic poem or anthology.

What about creating a POET TREE where children can
share their favourite poems?
If the whole school know that there is a love of poetry
then very quickly there will be a buzz about sharing it.
There could be a themed display linked to topics in the
school or a recent important event.

You could leave poetry books of all shapes and sizes
around the school for everyone to enjoy.
The poet Sue Hardy-Dawson (@suehardydawson)
tweeted recently, that ‘Poems, like songs, need to
become familiar’ and this could be encouraged with a
poetry basket in the classroom that children can return to
and add to. Daily poetry sessions could take place where
everyone could share old
and new favourites.
I love the idea of having a
recommendation
chart.
Here is an example from
Jon
Biddle’s
class
(@jonnybid). Poetry is at
the heart of learning.
Classrooms should be full
of the pupils’ own poetry.
This could take the form of a
written anthology, seen here in Jon
Biddle’s (@jonnybid) Deer Class
book that was added to over the
course of the year as more poetry
was written and was continually
shared and enjoyed.

It might be a specific poetry
project,
as
when
Claire
Williams’class (@borntosparkle)
created a dream light jar that
captured their poetic ideas when
exploring the theme ‘Imagine a
Dream’.
Helping teachers grow in confidence and begin to
really enjoy poetry – a few non-threatening steps!
It is relatively easy to make poetry more visible through
assemblies, whole school poetry weeks or festivals and
displays but it is more difficult to ensure it is taught
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well. The national curriculum states that children
should listen to and discuss a wide range of poetry
(including contemporary and classic) at a level beyond
that at which they can read independently. By the time
they leave Year 6 they should have built up a repertoire
of poems learnt by heart and a stamina for writing
poetry.
Schools can only do this when teachers feel confident in
their own knowledge and understanding of poetry.
Teresa Cremin's 2010 and 2013 studies on primary
teachers who receive training in order to become
confident poetry teachers, suggest that teachers’ own
enjoyment of poetry is an essential element of this
process. Cremin’s work has shown that reading for
pleasure is crucial for both teachers and pupils. When
working with teachers, I try to show them that once they
have found poetry that they can enjoy, and some
approaches for sharing that
enjoyment with children, then
their teaching will quickly
improve. Here are some of the
ideas I have shared with teachers:
What are your first memories of
poetry? Are they good ones or
ones you’d rather forget? Were
you ever read or told poetry as a
child? Did you have family songs
or poems?
I learnt Oh, I wish I’d looked after me teeth by Pam
Ayres for my Brownie entertainer’s badge, loved
singing Little Rabbit Foo Foo (later a book by Michael
Rosen) at Brownie camp and was taught Sosban fach
(Small Saucepan!) by my Nain whilst banging pots with
a wooden spoon at the top of my voice. By simply
thinking about these early experiences we might see that
poetry isn’t so frightening. Teachers could help create
wonderful memories of poetry for the children they
teach.
Reflect on times in school when children responded
really well to poetry. I remember using the lyrics from
The Greatest Showman last year for helping pupils think
about treating each other with respect. Suddenly 450
children were singing This is me at the top of their
voices and soon we were discussing equality for
everyone, with children offering very thoughtful
responses. Maybe using lyrics in whole class or guided
reading might be a gentle way to start unpicking more
complex poetry.
Create an effective poetry curriculum: As a staff,
have a really good discussion about which poetry and
poets you think your pupils should experience (this
might be very telling!):
• Give yourselves the challenge of creating an A to Z
of poets e.g. Ahlberg, Blake, Cookson, Donaldson…
• Discuss which poems you think all children should
know e.g. On the Ning Nang Nong, Chocolate Cake,
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The Sound Collector, The Owl and the Pussy cat,
Revolting Rhymes, Jabberwocky, The Highwayman,
Macbeth?
Look at this initial list and start to dig a little deeper and
ask:
• Is there a mix of classic and contemporary?
• What is the balance of male and female poets?
• Does the list include different forms of poetry – list
poems, limericks, concrete poems etc?
• What cultures are captured in this list?
• What about poetic picture book storytellers such as
Rachel Bright, Lynley Dodd, Julia Donaldson, Kes
Gray and Jeanne Willis?
Can they justify why these poets are on the list? Are
some for exploring through reading? Would others lead
to creating poetry?
When I work with schools to create a bespoke poetry
curriculum (a vertebrate of verse!), I ask the teachers to
think of individual poets, poems (classic and
contemporary), themes / anthologies for each year group
and then to think about the different forms of poetry
they want their children to experience. This gets the
poetic ball rolling! However, sometimes teachers
struggle to do this, so I advise them to start by setting
aside a staff meeting, gathering together all their poetry
books in school and just enjoying them. This usually
leads to a discussion about how teachers feel about
poetry, what they are currently offering the children and
how they might develop this further. It can also identify
teachers who are worried about their lack of knowledge.
By giving them a starting point, they can build up their
confidence in finding good poetry to engage their
children with.
See page 16 for an example of a KS1 poetry curriculum
that I recently created with a school.

Suddenly 450 children were singing This is me
at the tops of their voices and soon we were
discussing equality for everyone, with children
offering very thoughtful responses. Maybe using
lyrics in whole class or guided reading might be
a gentle way to start unpicking more complex
poetry.
There is so much poetic choice out there – if you are
struggling to know what poems to use to create a
vertebrate of verse! During June, I picked a daily theme
and found 4 poems that explored it, which I tweeted
(@justdawned). Initially, a few teachers tweeted their
ideas but gradually over the month the poetry-net
widened and soon there were poets sending in poems
and teachers sharing their ideas of how they could be
used. It felt so empowering to have these poetry
conversations, so I decided to continue over the summer
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but also explore texts and the arts linked to themes too.
There are so many poets out there who are more than
happy to share their poetry, resources and ideas with
you if you just ask. Here are some of the wonderful
poets, and poetry enthusiasts, that have been doing just
that, with me, during lockdown:
Liz Brownlow (@LizBrownlow), James Carter
(@JamesCarter), Bob Cox (@BobCox_SFE), Julie
Anna Douglas (@Julia Anna Poetry), Matt
Goodfellow (@EarlyTrain), Sue Hardy-Dawson
(@suehardydawson), A.F. Harrold (@AFHarrold),
Niall Oliver (@NMOliverPoetry) Brian Moses
(@Brian Moses), Coral Rumble (@RumbleCoral),
Chris White (@chriswhitepoet), Neal Zetter
(@Nealzetterpoet)
Once you have lots of poetry to choose from, then you
can explore how you want to use that poetry. Is it to
explore language and ideas as in this poem by Julie
Anne Douglas (@Julieannepoet):

Do you want your pupils to read a breadth of
contemporary poetry that will challenge their thinking?
Maybe you want to give pupils a stimulus to help them
write poetry themselves.
The easiest way to support children is to offer them a
strong poetic structure.
Demystifying poetry
With staff, generate all
the language that comes
to mind when they think
of the word poetry e.g.
form, structure, figures of
speech. Show them a
word cloud (similar can
be generated on the
WORDLE website) to
help them discuss what
the features mean.
Share a glossary of terms that will demystify the
language of poetry (e.g. www. poetry4kids.com)
Celebrating poetry!
National Poetry Day is on October 1st 2020 and this
would be a perfect time to share poetry across the
school. This year’s theme is VISION and if you visit
www.nationalpoetryday.co.uk you can find a great
many resources:

Are you choosing
poetry for children that they can relate to in order to
ponder and discuss, like this poem by Coral Rumble
(@Rumblecoral)?
SILENT CONVERSATIONS

Today we are having silent conversations;
Pauses have grown longer and longer,
Words just can’t be bothered to push through our lips.
Precious holiday memories play in each head.
We all look out of the car windows;
Smile at a wiry sheep and cows in shade.
Our heads turn together towards a swooping kestrel.
Nobody wants to play car games,
The engine has hummed us into a lull,
The motorway has tranced us to silence.
Today we are having silent conversations;
Words can have a break,
Sentences can go for a siesta.

Teachers could read their favourite poems out in
assembly and say why they have chosen it. This could
become a monthly activity where a new theme is given
as a challenge and each class has to find poetry linked to
it. Successful ones that I have done in the past are
animals, family, magic, school and dreams.
Schools could create a poetry performance event. This
might have a focus or a challenge, such as a rap rave or a
slam festival. Why not have a nursery rhyme battle with
one half of the class versus the other trying to out-sing
each other?
If you want lots of ideas about which poems to perform
or how to perform them visit the Perform a Poem
Website:https://performapoem.lgfl.org.uk/
The poems and idea are there waiting for you, eager to
be shared. Here are just a few that I have performed with
children – some old, some new – that have never failed:
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An example of a KS1 poetry curriculum

Oh, I’ve been eaten by a boa constrictor –Silverstein
(in EYFS joining in with the teacher with
movements)
The sound collector – McGough (KS 1 acting out
and creating their own versions)
Louder – Stephens (two voices – for helping children
learn the power of their own voice)
Please Mrs Butler – Ahlberg (two voices for playing
with exasperation)
Car Trip – Rosen (a narrative poem that captures the
truth of a car trip!)
Don’t – Llachlan Young (a nonsense poem that is
great for performance and for emulation)
My brother is a cannibal – Patten (a verse and
chorus poem for the whole class to enjoy)
The dragon who ate the school – Toczek (a blistering
chorus that everyone loves joining in with)
Gran can you rap? – Ousby (this rap poem works so
well if one of your children is confident to deliver
the verses as a rapping granny!)
How to cut a pomegranate – Dharker (a more serious
poem that might be performed individually)
This is the place – Walsh (a powerful poem that
works so well with lots of voices)
Invite poets into school for an assembly or to run
workshops. Once you have heard a poet sharing their
work pupils will see the power that poetry holds. Search
on Authors Aloud UK for poets that are happy to work
with your pupils. During lockdown lots of poets have
also been zooming really successfully. Just ask them!
There are so many poets performing on You Tube Often
they chat to their audience before they share their poem
and it’s always wonderful to hear where the poem
blossomed from. Here is Joshua Seigal performing
Ooshus Magooshus https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=5Mbct-ogyQo
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If you were a poetry avoider, rather like
Marmite, I hope this article has given you
thought and I will end poetically with a
‘never run out of rhymes’ and please give
chance:

me with
food for
heartfelt
poetry a

NEVER RUN OUT OF RHYMES
You can run out of milk, mangoes, biscuits or beans,
When you run out of butter, switch to margarine.
You can run out of ideas, room, space or time,
But you can never run out of rhymes.
You might run out of energy, patience or steam,
In a heatwave, you could run out of ice cream.
A very sick snail may run out of slime,
But you can never run out of rhymes.
You can get run out in cricket or run out the door,
Run out of pounds and pence and you’ll end up poor.
A broken Big Ben could run out of chimes,
But you can never run out of rhymes.
You might run out of fuel: petrol, oil or gas.
If you lose too much weight, you could run out of mass.
Bored monkeys may run out of trees to climb,
But you can never run out of rhymes.
In a drought, you could run out of water to drink.
Prolific poets’ pens might run out of ink,
And if you’re stuck on ‘orange’, use ‘lemon’ or ‘lime’,
Then you can never run out of rhymes.

Dawn Robertson is an independent
Primary English Consultant based in
Manchester. She is passionate about
sharing her love of English with fellow
teachers and spends her time training
throughout the country, as well as
supporting schools in creating a dynamic
English curriculum that meets their
pupils’ needs.
She is the author of Lizzie and the Birds and has also written a
teacher’s guide to show how to use her picture book to produce
a wide range of stimulating reading and writing outcomes. She
can be found sharing ideas on her website
www.itjustdawnedonme.co.uk or on Twitter @justdawned.

